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State House, Boston, May 30,

1969,

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives
The quality of our state government, and of the services it
provides, depends directly on the effectiveness of our civil service
system.

Great strides have been made in improving civil service in
years, highlighted by the enactment of
legislation authorizing open-continuous and unassembled examinations, stipulating that provisional appointees must meet the
minimum qualifications required for permanent appointment,
establishing a management intern program, facilitating the transfer
of employees, and providing for increased use of open-competitive

Massachusetts in recent

examinations.
But we must continue this progress if we are to attain our goal of
making our civil service system second to none in the nation.
One of the most serious weaknesses in our civil service system is
the excessive amount of time—often up to six months—required to
establish an eligible list once a civil service examination has been

held. We are determined to reduce this unduly long waiting period.
The key to this problem lies in the handling of appeals which delay
the establishment of lists. In a recent twelve-month period, 28,360
men and women took written civil service examinations. During
that same period, there were over two thousand appeals to the
Director of Civil Service on questions of marking of written
examinations and 1,206 appeals to the Civil Service Commission
from the decision of the Director on marks.
If we are really serious about making our civil service system
work, we must confront the problem of appeals on examination
grades. Unless we do, we are simply skirting the issue of civil
service reform. Therefore, I urge your approval of legislation,
Appendix A, which would eliminate appeals on the marking of
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examinations. Applicants would still be entitled to a review, a;
bey are under existing law. However, the decision of the Director
would be final, and review could not be carried beyond the Director
to the Civil Service Commission. In addition, this legislation would
reduce the maximum time allowed by statute for the establishmen
of an eligible list from six to four months following the date
civil service examination
The elimination of appeals on examination grades will have
another beneficial effect in addition to hastening the establishment
ts. It will define the role of the Civil Service Commission as a
policy-making body, its proper function, rath
I
proportion of its time acting
which spends a substantial
appeals boa
I also urge your approval of legislation, Appendix B, which
would allow an applicant to take an open-continuous examination
without the ten day waiting period presently required. Approval of
this legislation will make possible the virtually immediate examiich as clerk-typist, police office]
nation of applicants for position
,nd firefighter, where a critic il shortage exists and where no
aiting period. Specifically, the
purpose is served by requiring
m may apply
legislation provid
open-continuous examination at my time prior to the giving of the
}uired to apply at least ten days
ation, instead
before

L

The preceding bills are desig: ed to reduce the amount of t
Their enactment is essential if
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civil service system is to
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service system, other weaknesse remain. One of these concerns the
procedures utilized in the han lling of appeals other than those
examination grades, p:
grieved by the decision
an
employee who
present,
appointing authority may appeal to the Civil Service Commission
and receive a full hearing. If not
isfied with the decision of the
review in the district court
Commission, he may seek furth

almost as though the case had not already been heard before by
another body. This procedure weakens the administration of civil
service. Appendix C would provide for review of Commission
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decisions in the Superior Court, rather than in the district court as
at present, under the provisions of the Administrative Procedure
Act. This means that the Court would review the propriety of the
actions already taken and make sure that the rights of the
aggrieved employee were adequately protected, rather than open
up the entire case all over again from the beginning. Appendix C
would also provide for appeals by an appointing authority to the
Superior Court from an adverse decision by the Civil Service
Commission. It would retain the feature of existing law which
provides for payment by the Commonwealth of an employee’s legal
fees in appeals to the court. The only difference would be that these
fees would be for legal services in the Superior Court instead of in
the district courts, as at present. This feature is important, because
it means that no additional burden would be imposed on a state
employee by being required to appeal to the higher court.
In addition, Appendix C would simplify and clarify the presently
complicated procedures by which an employee may challenge the
action taken with regard to his employment by an appointing
authority or the Civil Service Commission. At present, valuable
rights guaranteed to our public employees by the civil service law
can be lost by failure to comply with complex legal technicalities.
Enactment of Appendix C will provide a simple, economical
procedure for the determination of all claims on their merits.
I also urge your approval of Appendix D which would require
the votes of four members of the Civil Service Commission, instead
of three as at present, to reverse a decision of the Director of Civil
Service. While preserving the existing powers of the Commission,
the legislation will have the effect of strengthening the authority of
the Director and emphasizing the policy-making responsibilities of
the Civil Service Commission.
Another aspect of our civil service system to which we must
address our attention is veterans’ preference. No reasonable person
would oppose preference for veterans under civil service, but
reasonable men can and do differ as to what form that preference
should take. I believe that our present system of absolute veterans’
preference is basically incompatible with a merit system of civil
service. I believe that providing ten points preference for disabled
veterans and five points for other veterans who attain a passing
grade on examinations would better serve our Commonwealth.
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Moreover, I feel strongly that it is inequitable for veterans’
preference to apply across the board to all veterans regardless of
the nature of their service, particularly when thousands of American boys are exposed to such great peril in Vietnam. Therefore, I
urge your approval of Appendix E which would provide for five
and ten points preference on examinations for veterans applying to

enter the official service of the Commonwealth, except for Vietnam
theatre veterans who would continue to enjoy absolute preference
until two years after the Vietnam conflict has been officially
declared to have ended or until two years after their discharge from
military service, whichever comes later. Absolute preference would
also be retained for veterans applying to enter the labor service.

I also recommend the adoption of Appendix F which would
eliminate the requirement that the Division of Employment
Security and the local or state Commissioner of Veterans’ Services
be required to supply the names of veterans before a provisional
appointment can be made. This provision of law has been ineffective and has only served to create red tape. The requirement that
veterans on lists maintained by the Division of Civil Service be
notified of prospective provisional appointments is retained by
Appendix F.
Finally, I urge your approval of Appendix G which would
establish a special lateral entry program. Under this program, a
limited number of high level positions, both within and without the
civil service, bearing exceptional policy-making or administrative
responsibilities would be designated by the Director of Civil
Service, following consultation with the various state agencies.
These positions would be filled by examination of applicants and
the establishment of eligible lists, as is the practice with regular
civil service positions. The examinations for these positions, however, would be open to men and women from within and without
state service alike, unlike the existing practice with regard to other
positions, although civil service employees on the eligible list would
receive preference for appointment. Most important, appointees to
lateral entry positions would not acquire tenure in their positions
under the program, so that their employment could be terminated
at any time by the appointing authority. We believe that the
establishment of a non-tenure lateral entry program, encompassing
high-level positions designated by the Director, will make a sub-
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stantial contribution to strengthening the management capabilities
of state government and will attract into state service highlyqualified people with managerial skills who could not otherwise be
recruited into the Commonwealth’s employ.
In formulating this program to improve our civil service system,
we have had two thoughts uppermost in our minds —one, the
concept of advancement based on merit, and second, the elimination of cumbersome red tape that interferes with virtually every
vital state program. As an additional step in dealing with the latter
problem, I urge your approval of Senate Bill 358, which would
make permanent those temporary positions which have been filled
for three years or more. Adoption of Senate 358 will greatly
improve the operation of our Commonwealth’s civil service and
personnel system.
Enactment of the accompanying legislation and of the legislation
which I submitted on May 19 providing for a cabinet system in the
executive department will continue the progress we have been
making together in modernizing our state government. I urge your
prompt approval of the attached measures and of my recommendations for the re-organization of the executive branch.

Respectfully submitted,

FRANCIS W. SARGENT.
Acting Governor of the Commonwealth.
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A.

Cl)e CommontoealtJ) of B@aooadbuoetto
In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and

A.n Act
SERVICE

providing

Sixty-Nine

that a decision of the director of civil

I

RELATIVE TO THE MARKING OF AN EXAMINATION SHALL

BE FINAL

AND THAT AN ELIGIBLE

LIST SHALL BE ESTABLISHED

WITHIN FOUR MONTHS AND THE NAMES
CERTIFIED TO THE APPOINTING AUTHORITY

THEREON

SHALL BE

WITHIN FOUR AND ONE

HALF MONTHS OF THE DATE OF EXAMINATION.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:

1
2

3
4

5
6
7
1

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13

Section 1. Chapter 31 of the General Laws is hereby
amended by adding at the end of the first sentence of
paragraph (6) of section 2 as last amended by chapter 15 of
the acts of 1969, the following new clause:—; and, provided
further, that the commission shall not hear appeals from any
decision determining the results of an examination; and by
striking out the last two sentences of said paragraph (5).
Section 2. Said chapter 31 is hereby further amended by
striking out the word “six” in the first sentence of section 12,
as last amended by chapter 25 of the acts of 1969, and
inserting in place thereof the word: —four; and by striking
out the word “six” in the second sentence of said section 12
and inserting in place thereof the word:—four; and by
striking out the word “six” in the first clause of the third
sentence of said section 12 and inserting in place thereof the
word; —four; and by striking out the words “six months and
fourteen days” in the last clause of the said third sentence
and inserting in place thereof the words:—five months; and
by inserting after the last sentence of the first paragraph of
said section 12 the following new sentence: —If a requisition
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14 has been made, names from an eligible list shall be certified
15 by the director to the appointing authority no later than two
16 Aveeks after the establishment of the eligible list.

Section 3. Said chapter 31 is
1
2 adding after the last sentence
3 section 12A, as last amended by
4 acts of 1967, the following new

5
6
7
8
9
10

hereby further amended by
of the third paragraph of
chapters 64 and 780 of the
sentence: —The decision of
the director shall be final and shall not be subject to judicial
revieAv; and by striking out the fourth and fifth paragraphs of
said section twelve A; and by striking out the words “by the
commission, whether upon an appeal from the decision of the
director or” from the sixth paragraph of said section twelve
A; and by striking out the seventh and eighth paragraphs of

11 said section twelve A.
1
Section 4. Said chapter 31 is hereby further amended by
2 adding after the last paragraph of said section 12A the
3 following new paragraph:—
4
In the grading of the subject of training and experience in

5 any competitive examination, no credit shall be allowed,
6 either in the original marking of the examination or upon
7 revieiv of the original marking by the director, for employ-8 ment or experience in the position for which the examination
9 is held, unless such employment or experience in the position
10 was the result of an appointment or promotion after certifica-11 tion from an eligible list for the position.
1
Section 5. Said chapter 31 is hereby amended by striking
2 out the words “or appeals thereon” in the third sentence of
3 section 29, as last amended by chapter 2 of the acts of 1968;
4 and by striking out the sixth sentence of said section 29 and

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

inserting in place thereof the following new sentence:—No
examination question and no answer thereto shall be quoted
by any person; provided, however, that this section shall not
prevent applicants from discussing the desirability of filing
Avith the director a request for review, if such discussions are
in direct connection Avith filing a request for review, and
are limited to applicants who have taken the same exame

12 ination
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B.

Cf)c Commoniuealtf) of e@asoacf)usetts
In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty-Nine,
*

An Act

providing that application

for

an

open continuous

EXAMINATION NEED NOT BE MADE MORE THAN TEN DAYS PRIOR TO
SUCH

EXAMINATION

AND

THAT

NOTICE

THEREOF

MAY

BE IN

WRITING OR BY ORAL INSTRUCTION.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as

follows:

1
Chapter 31 of the General Laws is hereby amended by
2 striking out the second sentence of the second paragraph of
3 section BA, as last amended by chapter 110 of the acts of
4 1967, and inserting in place thereof the following new sen-5 tence: —Applications for any such examination shall be
6 received at any time after the posting of the notice, and

7 applicants shall be given notice in writing or by oral instruc-8 tion of the date of such examination.
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Cfie Commontocaltf) of
In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty-Nine.
An Act relative to

judicial review

of civil service

appeals.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as

follows:
Section 1. Chapter 31 of the General Laws is hereby
1
2 amended by striking out the words “forty-three, forty-five
3 and forty-six A” in the third sentence of paragraph (a) of
4 section forty-three, as last amended by chapter 637 of the
5 acts of 1968, and inserting in place thereof the following new
6 words:—forty-three and forty-five.
1
Section 2. Paragraph
2 hereby repealed.

(

d ) of said section forty-three is

1
Section 3. Said chapter 31 is hereby further amended by
2 striking out the words “forty-three, forty-five and forty-six
3 A” in the third sentence of paragraph (e) of said section 43
4 and inserting in place thereof the following new words:—
5 forty-three and forty-five; and by striking out in the sixth

6 sentence of said paragraph (e) the words “paragraph d” and
7 inserting in place thereof the following new words;—section
8 forty-five.
Section 4. Said chapter 31 is hereby further amended by
1
out the words “paragraph ( d)” from the fifth senstriking
2
-3 tence of paragraph ( g ) of said section forty-three and insert-4 ing in place thereof the following new words; —section forty-5 five.
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Section 5. Said chapter 31 is hereby further amended by
striking out the words “by the municipal court of the city of
Boston or by the district court within the judicial district
where such person resides,” from the second sentence of
paragraph (h) of said section forty-three and inserting in
place thereof the following new words:—by the superior
court.
Section 6. Said chapter 31 is hereby further amended by
adding after the last paragraph of said section 43 the following new paragraph:—
*
{]) If any person alleges that an appointing authority in
taking action with regard to him under the provisions of this
section has failed to follow the requirements of this section,
he may within five days after receiving notice of the decision
of the appointing authority or within twenty-one days after
such action if no notice has been given, file a written
complaint with the commission which complaint shall set
forth the specific manner in which the appointing authority
has failed to follow the requirements of this section. Upon the
receipt of such a complaint, such person shall be granted a
hearing as provided in paragraph (6). If the commission
determines (1) that the appointing authority has failed to
follow the requirements of this section and (2) that the rights
of said person have been prejudiced thereby, the commission
shall order the said appointing authority to restore immediately said person to his employment without loss of compensation or other rights.
Section 7. Said chapter 31 is hereby further amended by
striking out section 45 and inserting in place thereof the
following new section:
Section I+s. Within thirty days after final action by the
commission under the provisions of section forty-three affirming, modifying or reversing a decision of an appointing
authority, any person or appointing authority aggrieved by
said action shall be entitled to a judicial review thereof in
accordance with section fourteen of chapter thirty A, notwithstanding any provision to the contrary in paragraph (2)
of section one of the said chapter. Upon notice of any party
—

,
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12 thereto, any petition for such review shall be advanced by the
13 court for speedy trial, so that it may be heard and determined
14 with as little delay as possible. A copy of the decision of the
15 court shall be forwarded forthwith by the clerk of the court to
16 the director.

1
Section 8. Sections forty-five B and forty-six Aof said
2 chapter 31 are hereby repealed.

1 Section 9. Chapter 30 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by striking out the last sentence of section 98, as
3 last amended by chapter 611 of the acts of 1960.
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D.

Cl)t Commontuealtf) of o@assacimsetts
*

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty-Nine.

An Act

providing

mission

that

on

appeals

FOUR AFFIRMATIVE

VOTES

to

the civil service

ARE

REQUIRED

TO

com-

REVERSE

DECISIONS OF THE DIRECTOR OF CIVIL SERVICE.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:
Chapter 31 of the General Laws is hereby amended by
1
2 striking out the word “three” in the first sentence of para-3 graph (6) of section 2, as last amended by chapter 15 of the
4 acts of 1969, and inserting in place thereof the word:—four.
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E.

Cbe Commontoealtf) of spassacfnisetts
In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty-Nine.

An Act

relative

SERVICE OF THE

to veterans

preference

in

the

official

COMMONWEALTH AND ITS SUBDIVISIONS.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House oj Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority oj the same, as
jallows:
Section 1. Chapter 31 of the General Laws is hereby
1
2 amended by striking out section 23 and inserting in place

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14

15

thereof the following new section:—
Section 23. The names of persons who pass examinations
for original appointment to any position classified under the
civil service shall be placed upon the eligibility lists in the
order of their respective standing except that in determining
such standing (1) a total of five points shall be added to the
general average mark, providing such mark is a passing mark,
of any person who is a veteran or who is not a veteran but is
a person described in section twenty-three B; and (2) in
addition to the number of points added under the provisions
of the preceding clause (1), another five points shall be added
to such passing mark of any such veteran who is a disabled
veteran as defined in section twenty-three A.

Section 2. (a) For the purposes of this section, “Vietnam
area
veteran” shall mean any person who has served in the
2
3 armed forces of the United States for a period of six months
4 or more since July first, nineteen hundred and fifty-eight
5 until the end of the Vietnam conflict as determined by federal
6 authorities and who was discharged or released under honor1

-7 able conditions from such service; provided that the domicile
8 of such person shall have been in the commonwealth for a
9 period of not less than six months immediately prior to the
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10 time of his entry into the service and his enlistment, induc-11 tion or commission in said armed forces was credited to the
12 quota of Massachusetts under the federal selective service
13 act; and provided further, that such person shall have
14 performed a portion of such service in active service outside
15 of the continental limits of the United States in the Vietnam
16 area, as said area is described by proper federal authority. For
17 the purposes of this section, a person shall be deemed to be a
18 Vietnam area veteran only in the establishment of an eligible
19 list based on a civil service examination held within two years
20 following the date of such person’s discharge or release fromfb
21 service in the said armed forces, or within two years following
22 said end of the Vietnam conflict, whichever comes later.
(b) The names of persons who pass examinations for
23
original
appointment to any position classified under the civil
24
25 service shall be placed upon the eligible lists in the following
26 order:—
(1) Vietnam area veterans who are disabled veterans as
27
28 defined in section twenty-three A of chapter thirty-one of the
29 General Laws in the order of their respective standing; (2)
30 Vietnam area veterans in the order of their respective stand-31 ing; (3) the widow or widowed mother of a veteran who was
32 killed in action during such service in said Vietnam area or
33 died from service-connected disability incurred in such active
34 service in the said Vietnam area, upon presenting proof from
35 official sources, of such facts, satisfactory to the director, and
36 that she has not remarried and that two years have not
37 elapsed since the said end of the Vietnam conflict; (4) other
38 persons in the order specified by section twenty-three of
39 chapter thirty-one of the General Laws. A disabled Vietnam
40 area veteran shall be appointed and employed in preference
41 to all other persons, including Vietnam area veterans.
(c) Insofar as the provisions of this section conflict with
42
thirty-one
43 the provisions of section twenty-three of chapter
section
shall be
this
provisions
of
44 of the General Laws, the
45

controlling.

,

,

of general or special
(d)
46
the
47 law to section twenty-three of chapter thirty-one of
to
this
as
a
reference
48 General Laws, shall also be considered
Any reference in any provision

49 section.
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50
(e) The state treasurer and the adjutant general shall
51 forthwith furnish the director of civil service such informa52 tion as the said director may request in order to carry out the
53 provisions of this section. The said director may accept the
54 written statement of the state treasurer that a person has
00

56
o/

58

59

60
61
62
63

64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

received or is eligible to receive three hundred dollars under
the provisions of paragraph (1) of section one of chapter six
hundred and forty-six of the acts of nineteen hundred and
sixty-eight as proof that such person is a Vietnam area
veteran under the provisions of this section. The said director
may also accept the written statement of an assessor of a city
or town that a person was domiciled therein on the first day
of January in any year, as prima facie evidence of the fact of
such domicile, and he may accept such other evidence of
domicile as he may consider adequate or necessary. The
assessors of the several cities and towns shall, at the request
of the said director, forthwith furnish such information
relative to such domicile as their records may disclose. The
said director may require and accept such additional evidence
as he may consider necessary to establish the fact of domicile
within the commonwealth as provided under paragraph (a)
of this section.

1
Section 3. The provisions of sections one and two of this
2 act shall not apply to eligibility lists established on the basis
3 of examinations taken before the effective date of this act.
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F

Ciie CommontocaltJ) of
»

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty-Nine,

Act

An

relative

to

provisional

CIVIL

appointments

in

the

SERVICE.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as

follows

:

1
Chapter 31 of the General Laws is hereby amended by
2 striking out section 25, as appearing in chapter 407 of the
3 acts of 1948, and inserting in place thereof the following new
4 section:-—

5
-6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15

Section 26. Whenever a provisional appointment is authorized by the director under section fifteen, no person other
than a veteran shall be appointed unless the appointing
authority cannot find a veteran qualified for the position who
will accept and so certifies to the director. Before certifying
that he is unable to find a veteran who is qualified for, and
will accept, the position, the appointing authority shall
obtain from the director a list of all veterans who have filed,
within the preceding year, applications for the kind of work
called for by such provisional appointment, and shall notify
by mail each of said veterans.

1
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G.

Ciie Commontoealtf) of fpassacfnisetts
In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty-Nine.

An Act

relative to the establishment of

POSITIONS IN

executive
THE OFFICIAL SERVICE OF THE COMMONWEALTH
special

AND ITS SUBDIVISIONS.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as

follows:
1

2
3
4

5
6

1

Section 1. Chapter 31 of the General Laws is hereby
amended by inserting after the definition of “Temporary
appointment”, as appearing in section 1 of chapter 703 of the
acts of 1945, the following definition:—
“Special executive assignment”, employment in accordance
with the provisions of section forty-six N.
Section 2. Said chapter 31 is hereby further amended by
after section forty-six M the following new sec-

2 inserting
-3 tion:—

4
5
6
7
-8
-9
-10
-11
12
13

14
15
16

Section 46N. Special executive positions, (a) Subject to the
approval of the commission, the director shall establish, and
may from time to time amend procedures, including criteria,
which shall regulate the recruitment, selection, and placement of persons in special executive positions in the government of the commonwealth and its subdivisions. Such procedures shall be established or amended only after consultation with various appointing authorities, as the director
deems necessary, and copies of the procedures shall be
available for distribution.
(6) Such positions shall include every office and position
designated a special executive position by the director from
time to time in accordance with said procedures, whether the
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23
24
25
26
27
28
29
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31
32
33
34
35
36
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38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
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52
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office or position is within or without the classified civil
service so long as appointment to the office or position is not
for a term of years specified by statute; provided, however
(1) that no office or position without the classified civil
service shall be designated a special executive position unless
such designation shall have been approved by the governor
and (2) that no office or position subject to section twenty
shall be designated a special executive position. Special
executive positions may include offices and positions which
(1) carry basic responsibilities for the internal management
«
of a department or other administrative unit determined by
the director to be appropriate for special executive assignments or (2) involve work which is varied in character,
necessitates the continuing exercise of discretion and judgment in its performance, is of such a nature that the output
produced or result accomplished cannot be standardized in
relation to a given time period, and which may require
knowledge customarily acquired by extended and specialized
instruction and study in an institution of higher learning.
The number of such positions in any department or other
administrative unit shall be such as is considered by the
director from time to time to be in the best interests of the
public service.
(c) Following such designation of any office or position by
the director, every vacancy occurring in the office or position
shall be filled by a special executive assignment; and such an
assignment shall also be made to fill initially any office or
position so designated which shall be created after the
effective date of this section. Every such assignment shall be
made upon requisition by the appointing authority and
certification by the director from an eligible list established in
accordance with paragraph ( d ) of this section; provided that,
notwithstanding any provision of this chapter or the civil
service rules, five names in order of standing on the list shall
be certified for one vacancy, and such additional names as the
director determines where there is more than one vacancy;
and provided, further, that if the certification includes the
name or names of any person or persons holding employment
under permanent appointment in the classified civil service,
the assignment shall be made to such a person unless the

I
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57 appointing authority shall have filed with the director a
58 written statement, open to public inspection and satisfactory
59 to the director, of his reason for making the assignment to
60 another person.
(d) All eligible lists for such assignments shall be estah
61
lished
by the director on the basis of his determination of the
62
63 results of examinations conducted from time to time under
64 his direction. The form, method, and subject matter of every
65 such examination, and the entrance requirements therefor,
66 shall be determined by the director after consultation with
67 appointing authorities; and he may qualify applicants for
68 special executive assignments by an unassembled examina69 tion held in accordance with the method of evaluation and
70 rating set forth in section six B. Section twelve A shall not
71 apply to any such examination. Section twenty-three and
72 paragraph (g) of section three shall not apply to examina73 tions, ratings or assignments under this section.
74 (e) Any special executive assignment shall be terminated
75 upon request at any time by the employee in such assign76 ment, and may be terminated at any time by the appointing
77 authority, and no person shall acquire tenure in any office or
78 position filled by such an assignment; provided, however
79 that in the event of termination of an assignment to any
80 person who immediately before commencing the assignment
81 held permanent employment with unlimited tenure pursuant
82
section forty-three, such person shall, with the approval of
S313 the director, forthwith be restored to the employment from
84 which he was assigned, or to employment equivalent thereto
85 in salary grade, without loss of seniority, retirement, and
prior
.ce m
86 other rights to which uninterrupted service
in his
1
87 employment would have entitled him

